REVIEW


In January 2015, a print advertisement issued by the Indian Ministry of Information and Broadcasting on the occasion of the 66th anniversary of the Indian Republic omitted the words “Socialist” and “Secular” while quoting from the preamble of the Indian Constitution. This rekindled the debates that set secularism against religion in India. There is nothing new in these debates. They are ongoing, and have remained unresolved, since the conception of the very idea of India. This is one of the reasons why The Postsecular Imagination is such a welcome, and long overdue, book. It offers a vision that moves beyond the dichotomies of secularism versus religion and explores their alternatives.

Daring, fine and nuanced, Manav Ratti’s book is probably the first monograph of its kind to raise important questions that probe the potentials and limits of both religious and secular thought in India. He offers “the postsecular”, caught in a double bind between religion and secularism, as a substitute. “The postsecular”, to quote Ratti, “neither proselytizes secularism nor sentimentalizes religion” (xxi). Instead, as it emerges from his analysis, the postsecular preserves the best aspects of both religion and secularism, while siding with neither. With a sweep that encompasses literature from India and Sri Lanka, Ratti reads contemporary writers such as Michael Ondaatje, Allan Sealy, Shauna Singh Baldwin, Salman Rushdie, Amitav Ghosh and Mahasweta Devi as upholding and representing postsecular affirmative values, in the ways that they negotiate instances of violence, communalism, partition and majoritarianism (which often mark the failures of both religion and secularism) through love, friendship, a sense of community and hybridity.

Ratti centres his discussions around one novel in each of his seven core chapters (except in the last two chapters where, in one case, he reads Rushdie’s post-fatwa books together, and in the other analyses Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide alongside Devi’s novella “Pterodactyl, Puran Sahay, and Pirtha”). In each case, his meticulous analysis of the context and politics enriches his reading of the text. In fact, one of the fortresses of this impressive and scrupulously researched book is its interdisciplinarity, and the way that Ratti moves between the lenses of social and cultural criticism, political theory and literary criticism, to flesh out how it is in literature that the work of the postsecular is actually taking shape. The coda, though succinct, is powerful, and attests to the newness and provocativeness of these thoughts in the Indian and Sri Lankan context.

The book also deserves praise for the author’s involvement with the project at more than just the literary and theoretical levels. This is reflected in the stories and anecdotes that Ratti reproduces, as well as in the style of writing. The photographs that precede each chapter (taken by the author) are both illustrations of, and apt commentaries on, the content that he discusses in the accompanying chapters. One of the greatest
achievements of the book is perhaps the way in which it raises uncomfortable questions about the significance of certain values that we do not question (such as the desirability of secularism, or the enchantment of religion), and forces us to rethink and rework those values. The book remains, to borrow a sentence from the author, “not a manifesto for a new beginning; it is a courageous and modest imagining of how to make a difference” (210): Ratti’s book is a compelling demonstration of this imagining.
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